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Editorial

First a reminder from Gavin Manion:
2nd Petit Classique de Brum, Sunday 16th.April.

Can I remind potential flyers that they should email me ahead of time so that they can be
included in the date confirmation email. Last year there were some welcome new faces in the
results and I don't have addresses for everyone, If you even think that you might come please
contact me on: gavin.manion84@gmail.com
The add for this event with all the details is in the ‘Events and Notices’ section of this fine
newsletter, see page 43 Gavin Manion

Second:
Stuart Darmon is running ‘The classic A1 email International 2023’ postal event, details to be
found in ‘Events and Notices’ page 45.

The 2023 competition season is now well underway. Rachel & I had our first day out at Gavin’s
postponed ‘Coupe de Brum’. We motored to Luffenham to find the main gate locked but a radio
flier let us in. A happy couple of hours or so spectating and a bit of a wander round and we were
off home again, having had a fight with the combination lock on the gate on the way out.

Right, what have we got in this issue?
 Nick Peppiatt kicks off with a continuation of his last month’s article, reporting the

Trinity indoor meeting.
 There follows another Pylonius piece, his general thoughts including a swipe at balsa

butchers in general and our raw material itself.
 Dennis Davitt weighs in with a historical article of his on a propeller for the ‘Senator’.
 There are the usual delves into the past with ‘News Review’ from 1948, which includes

reflection on the ‘Model Engineer’ exhibition, and ‘Heard at the Hangar Doors’ from
1956 which reports on various subjects including ATC competition winner and a
Czechoslovakion youth festival for aeromodellers.

 Martin Pike sends a short piece on his indoor meeting at Bethesda in Wales with pictures
of one guys experiments with hot air balloons inflated with a hot air gun. There is also
a report on a flying Pterosaur bought from Lidl’s for £18.

 Martin Hurda from the Czech Republic features another of his excellent fleet of
models, this time the ‘Iota’, a delightfully simple pylon model for the ED Bee.

 I continue with extracts from my Zeppelin book, I still find it incredible that they were
produced in quantity. I seem to recall that a few years back there were proposals to
ship goods by a sort of air train of airships, slow but economical I suppose.

 Peter Hall has been on the prowl again and buttonholed Malcolm Marshal for another of
his Couprofiles. Malcolm was performing at the Luffenham Coupe de Brum on Sunday
19th Feb, I was there.

 Following on from last month’s aircraft review of the oddball ‘Blohm & Voss 141
observation plane, I have this month reviewed its rival the Focke-Wulf 189 Uhu which
was the preferred aircraft for the role.

 1948 saw the ‘Banshee’ plans, an iconic model of the period and still competitive today.
 I’ve re-published an old article of mine from 2003, qualifies as historic I think.
 The issue wraps up with our secretary’s report and Roy Tillers blasts from the past.

Editor
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Indoor Isn’t for Everyone 62 - Nick Peppiatt

When I submitted IIFE 61 to OEE, I mentioned that I had been over to a High Wycombe
DMAC meeting at Wycombe Leisure Centre to participate in a spot of indoor RC model flying
in the large 60mx34m sports hall. I commented that it was a sign of the times in that I think
I was the only person flying balsa based models. His response was to ask me for a few words
and pics. I replied that I had not used my camera, but that I was planning to go to the Trinity
meeting in Newbury the following weekend, where a Bostonian competition was due to be held.
Report as follows.

Bostonian Competition at Trinity 14th April 2023
The Trinity sports hall is about one third the size of that at Wycombe, which clearly restricts
the size of aircraft that can be flown. However, I am pleased to say that balsa predominates
in the construction of the mainly free-flight models present here. A Bostonian is a class of
model that can be trimmed to fly well within the confines of the hall and flights of 60s are
possible.
As a reminder, here is the essence of the Bostonian rules: -Courtesy of Hip Pocket Aeronautics.
A Bostonian model has a 16-inch maximum wingspan and a fuselage length, excluding propeller,
of 14 inches. The fuselage must enclose an imaginary box 1.5 x 2.5 x 3.0 inches in size. It must
have a landing gear. Flying surfaces must be covered on both sides. The model must weigh at
least 14 grams without rubber motor for a monoplane, 20 grams for others. If you get the idea
that the designers of this event were trying to force competitors toward models with a scale-
like appearance, you are probably right. The net result of the rules is that most Bostonians are
good flyers both indoors and out. The fuselage must be built-up to enclose the imaginary box,
and the weight minimums tend to encourage reasonably strong structures.

‘Pudgey’ was Trinity supremo John Winfield’s entry. CD Tony Calvert’s entry was ‘Boston Bunny’.
The design by the then editor, Steve Higginson It is a design by Carl Hedley published in Lew Gitlow’s

was published in a 2013 AeroModeller book ‘Indoor Flying Models’ it’s called ‘Basic Bostonian’.

The most popular model entered was Mike Stuart’s Mike Stuart’s second entry in addition to his
Senator’ design. ‘This is Steve Haines’ example ‘Sorta Senator’ was this smart ‘Auster B4’.
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For this particular competition, a commercial propeller of 6in maximum diameter was required
and, unusually, there was a 10sec bonus for ROG. Eight fliers entered with nine models.
Examples of many of the entries, illustrating the variety of the designs, are shown in the photos
above and below.

John Scates’ ‘Hyannis Helio’ Lionel Haines’ ‘Bostonian Knight’
a Walt Mooney design from Model Builder. a Micro X kit designed by Gerald Skrjanc

Dave King’s model took me the longest time to identify. I think it is an example of Perry Peterson’s ‘Boxcar’
published in Flying Models. Dave has made the propeller thrust-line adjustable, to get rid of considerable packing,
with an aluminium plate, as can be seen on the right

Competition Results
The first three places were as follows: -

Position Contestant Model Time for best three
flights (secs)

1 Nick Peppiatt Sorta Korda 204

2 Mike Stuart Sorta Senator 171

3 Steve Haines Sorta Senator 168

I entered the ‘Sorta Korda’, a design by Bill Baker, originally published in Model Builder.
The model is fitted with a 6” grey Peck propeller and weighs 14.7g without rubber.
It was flown ROG with a 0.090in Super Sport motor weighing 2.7g, winding on 1800 turns and
backing off 45 or 60 to try and avoid contact with the ceiling furniture, which occurred on a
couple of the flights. It was a splendid way to spend a wet winter morning.
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Lindsey Smith’s effects

Chris Brainwood’s Sopwith Camel, recently re-engined with a GM-63BB.

Does anyone recognise this capacitor powered electric unit, presumably from a flying toy?

It was great to see that Chris Brainwood has made good use of Lindsey’s Gasparin GM-63BB.
He has used it to replace the Telco in his modified KeilKraft Sopwith Camel and it was flying
very nicely within the confines of the Trinity hall. The mounting holes of the GM-63s are the
same as the earlier Telco, although the motor itself is somewhat longer. In the case of the
short nosed Camel, this helped in bringing the CG forward.
I’m still working through some of Lindsey’s odd bits and pieces that were donated to SAM1066.
There is a small group of electric power items. I was intrigued with the use of capacitor power
as shown in the photo above. The capacitor and motor are permanently connected, and there
are a couple of U-shaped pieces of wire which must act as charge points. The motor has a
gearbox drive to the propeller, which is of 85mm diameter. This was clearly installed in some
expanded plastic moulding. There is a red splodge on one side of the capacitor, which I
correctly guessed was the positive side. Applying 3V had the propeller rotating correctly, but
as to the power output, inability to pull the skin off a rice pudding comes to mind. I assume
that it comes from a flying toy, but does any of our learned readership know what?
There is also a collection of compressed air motors, made using plastics and dating from the
1990s and early 2000s. I intend to review these in a future article.

Nick Peppiatt
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The KK Senator. - Dennis Davitt

When clearing out some old papers, I came across this sketch for the Senator prop, drawn in 1998,
which might be of interest.

Having built 2 or 3 Senators up to that time, with mediocre performance, I had a good look at the
available information on the model, starting with Keil Kraft, the kit makers. They confirmed theirs
was only plan they issued, but no detail for the prop. The only propeller information that is on the
plan just shows the outline for a 13" prop. So I did the sketch.

The best theoretical p/d at the time was 1.25, which would give about 16" pitch. I pushed it a bit to
19", and added some tip washout.
I found it worked very well on the Senator. With good rubber it would do about 3 minutes - beaten
by Dave Hipperson at 4 minutes.
Of course there are many other factors to performance, like all- up model weight.

The prop (as in the sketch) I used weighed 14,7 gms, including nose block, shaft, bearings, free wheel
etc. To get that weight I used 2 inner laminations of 7" 6 Lb sheet plus 2 outer l/8"laminatlons of
8 Lb sheet for the block, all glued with Evostik Resin. W to resist damp. The carved and sanded prop
was covered with the lightest grade of glass cloth and doped with non-shrink dope

I covered the rest of the whole model with lightweight mylar. By these means I was able to get
close to the weight (minus rubber) for a competitive Senator of about 60 gms.
Fancy a go, (or one more go), at it ?

Dennis Davitt
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News Review - Model Aircraft January 1948

Model Aircraft January 1948
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Bethesda Indoors - Martin Pike

Here are photos from our last indoor meeting on 8th January.
The next one is 5th February and we have an extra meeting on 19th February, when we have
hired a larger hall in Bangor.

Midair Midge in flight- good planes.

Pterosaur model from Lidl brought along by Rich. Around £18, using a rechargeable power pod
and fan, it flew very well and consistently.

Jo built a tethered tissue hot air balloon, lifted by the heat of a hot air gun. This one is a
larger version, possibly needed more heat. Rory Pike and Jo’s son Harri helped.
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Martin Pike
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller June 1956
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Aeromodeller June 1956
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My Models No.3 - Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)

Iota:
1951 by E. Brendeng 100% replica

40 inch/101cms Engine E.D. Bee 1cc
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Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)
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Zeppelins: continued - Editor

Extracts from the book ‘The Zeppelin Story’ by John Christopher
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Editor
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Couprofile No.9: Michael Marshal - Peter Hall

Couprofile No.9  Michael Marshall

Michael, you have flown competition Coupe for as long as I can remember - It must have been
around 20 years ago when we competed on Salisbury Plain. Can you  give us a brief account of
your experience and approach to Coupe flying - your design, build and flight pattern
preferences and how you pick the air?

Coupe d’hiver models are my first choice and I regret the limited attention this class receives
here in the UK. I believe that I enjoy the building just as much as the flying.  I started building
and flying probably in about 2000 and one of the first models was the Bob White coupe which
was a traditional design at that time but was small with a small propeller. (Mike Woodhouse
once told me that no one did any good with that model but Bob White)
After that I made a succession of models including a design by John  Barker, one time chairman
of the free flight Technical Committee. These models were largely of traditional construction
with balsa fuselages and tissue covering.
After this I graduated to carbon tube fuselages inspired by articles in the Aeromodeller by
Dave Hipperson and Trevor Grey. Perhaps for me, the most significant thing was Dave
Hipperson’s article Pure Fantasy in the 1991 Aeromodeller. I won the Free Flight Nationals
three times with that design which heralded tube fuselages and thin wings with carbon capping.

After that Andrew Moorhouse passed to me an article in Free Flight News by Peter King for a
model he called Linda. I built this model at the commencement of the Covid lockdown and have
only flown it in two competitions. I read recently in FFn that Andrew Longhurst was commending
the Linda propeller design which I use exclusively.
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Somewhere between the Pure Fantasy and Peter King’s models I built Anselmo Zeri’s coupe
with the folding wings, but I did not include this feature; too difficult. However it was the
most successful model I have ever had for performance, but I could never get it to DT properly.
At one stage I downloaded an article from Free Flight Quarterly for a computer programme,
to determine the correct CG, which didn’t help.

I cannot recommend highly enough the two books produced by Free Flight Quarterly, the
Australian magazine, in 2006  entitled Special F1G  Edition Coupe d’Hiver.
I really believe that Dave Hipperson and Trevor Grey did a fantastic job in promoting free
flight in the Aeromodeller.

For a while my wife and I had an apartment in Saintes in France where there was a local club
much like the Vikings at Sculthorpe where it was possible to fly on the local airfield and take
part in competitions, coupe only. As well as the local Saintes activity I flew in competitions at
Viabon and Moncontour. The competitions at Viabon were started a long time ago by Maurice
Bayert one time editor of the French magazine Model Reduit de Avion. Here there is an airfield
and club house with full facilities and the competition is well run with  a buffet lunch. At
Moncontour the coupe contest precedes the larger F1A classes and takes place on harvested
fields. Louis  Dupuis lived in Moncontour  and had a strong influence on modelling in that place,
There was something that I had never seen before, a club house/workshop including benches,
pillar drills and a lathe. Aero modelling flourished in Moncontour under his leadership.
One distinct difference between flying in England and France is that in France cars are kept
well out of the way and competitors carry their equipment, not too onerous, to the flight line.
A lunch break is strictly adhered to.
One effect of the separation of models and cars is that winding of models does not take place
in cars and this probably led to what has been called “in model” winding.
Dave Hipperson featured some of my fittings/pieces in the Aeromodeller. Through contact in
France I became aware of Mr Bukin and purchased his propeller hub assemblies which fit a 20
mm diameter fuselage tube and have a unique connector to the rubber motor. The remote end
of the motor is connected to what has been called a Persechio hook. You wind the motor with
connectors in a half metal tube, then push this into the model and rotate to secure, then fit
the propeller. Easy peasy. There may be some problems now with obtaining these special parts
from the Ukraine?

When it comes to actual flying I owe a great deal to Andrew Moorhouse, Chris Strachan and
David Greaves, I always fly right left. Wings flat, no warps. I have had models with instant
prop start, advocated by Mike Woodhouse, and have also, on some, utilised variable incidence
tail planes. The Zeri model for example has this. On current models there are no gadgets. Mylar
covered wings, clockwork DT and Pym Ruyter transmitter used in conjunction with a standard
VHF portable radio. I use, 1/8th rubber,12 strands and have also tried 1/16th without finding
any real advantage. I currently use Castor oil and I abhor Silicon.

How do you pick air?
I really do not know but wait for a calm warm patch and then launch.  I was intrigued by the
sophisticated device produced by Roy Vaughan some time ago and for myself built the
sophisticated thermometer system designed by Martin Gregorie.
How do I pick the air? Now I do what the books say, wait until the sun shines, the wind falls
and watch the streamer, When it billows violently I launch. What of the future? Numbers of
competitors are falling. I believe there is a reluctance amongst modellers here in the UK to
embrace new materials, they hanker after stick and tissue.
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I would certainly like to see more compete in competitions here. If we could emulate the French
and arrange for poles and timekeepers so much the better.

Peter Hall/Michael Marshal
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Focke-Wulf 189 Uhu - Wikipedia

The Focke-Wulf Fw 189 Uhu ("Eagle Owl") is a German twin-engine, twin-boom, three-seat tactical
reconnaissance and army cooperation aircraft.
It first flew in 1938 (Fw 189 V1), entered
service in 1940 and was produced until mid-
1944.
In addition, Focke-Wulf used this airframe in
response to a tender request by the RLM for a
dedicated ground-attack airplane, and later
submitted an armored version for trials.
However, the Henschel Hs 129 was selected
instead.

Design and development
In 1937, the German Ministry of Aviation
issued a specification for a short-range, three-
seat reconnaissance aircraft with a good all-
round view to support the German army in the
field, replacing the Henschel Hs 126, which had
just entered service. A power of about 850–
900 hp (630–670 kW) was specified. The
specification was issued to Arado and Focke-
Wulf. Arado's design, the Ar 198, which was
initially the preferred option, was a relatively
conventional single-engined high-wing
monoplane with a glazed gondola under the
fuselage. Focke-Wulf's chief designer Kurt
Tank's design, the Fw 189, was a twin-boom
design, powered by two Argus As 410 engines
instead of the expected single engine. As a "twin-boom" design like the earlier Dutch Fokker G.I, the
Fw 189 used a central crew gondola for its crew accommodation, which for the Fw 189 would be
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designed with a heavily glazed and framed "stepless" cockpit forward section, which used no separate
windscreen panels for the pilot (as with many German medium bombers from 1938 onwards).
Blohm & Voss proposed as a private venture something even more radical: chief designer Dr. Richard
Vogt's unique asymmetric BV 141. Orders were placed for three prototypes each of the Arado and
Focke-Wulf designs, in April 1937.[3]

The Fw 189 had as part of its defensive armament, an innovative rear-gun emplacement designed by
the Ikaria-Werke: a rotating conical rear "turret" of sorts, manually rotated with a metal-framed,
glazed conical fairing streamlining its shape, with the open section providing the firing aperture for
either a single or twin-mount machine gun at the unit's circular-section forward mount. The Fw 189
was produced in large numbers, at the Focke-Wulf factory in Bremen, at the Bordeaux-Merignac
aircraft factory (Avions Marcel Bloch's factory, which became Dassault Aviation after the war) in
occupied France, then in the Aero Vodochody aircraft factory in Prague, occupied Czechoslovakia.
Total production was 864 aircraft of all variants.[5]

Operational history
Called the Fliegende Auge (Flying Eye) of the German Army, the Fw 189 was used extensively on
the Eastern Front with great success. It was nicknamed "Rama" ("frame" in the Russian, Ukrainian
and Polish languages) by Soviet forces, referring to its distinctive tailboom and stabilizer shapes,
giving it a quadrangular appearance.
Despite its low speed and fragile looks, the Fw 189's manoeuvrability made it a difficult target for
attacking Soviet fighters. The Fw 189 was often able to out-turn attacking fighters by flying in a tight
circle into which enemy fighters could not follow.

Nocturnal reconnaissance and night fighter versions
Night Reconnaissance Group 15, attached to the 4th Panzerarmee in southern Poland during late
1944, carried out nocturnal reconnaissance and light bombing sorties with a handful of 189A-1s.
These planes typically lacked the main model's rear dorsal machine gun. Small numbers of A-1s were
used as night fighters in the closing weeks of the war – the aircraft were modified by having their
reconnaissance equipment removed and then fitted with FuG 212 AI radar in the nose and a single
obliquely-firing 20mm MG FF autocannon in the common Schräge Musik upwards/forward-firing
offensive fitment also used for heavier-airframed German night fighters, like the Bf 110G. For the
Fw 189 the installation was in the crew nacelle in the space where the rear dorsal gun was normally
housed. The majority of the nachtjager 189s operated by NJG 100, were based at Greifswald.
Chronic fuel shortages and enemy air superiority over the 189 defence area (chiefly Berlin) meant
that few aircraft were shot down by these craft.

Focke-Wulf 189a 3 on a Finnish airfield in the summer of 1943
Wikipedia
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Banshee - Aeromodeller Annual 1948
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Aeromodeller Annual 1948
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Vintage Clarion Fodder 2003 - John Andrews

An old article of mine from the paperback hard copy Clarion

John Andrews - Goes Indoors - Part 1

I think I have mentioned before that I get writers block, that’s fancy talk for “don’t know
what to write about”. However, after a bit of head scratching, it occurred to me that this time
of year I start doing the rounds of the Sports Centre Indoor Meetings so I’ll inflict some of my
thoughts and experiences of this sphere of aeromodelling onto your goodselves.

I have tried to get to as many different venues as I can, to date I have visited the following
Sports Centres: Coventry, Oadby, Nottingham, Bicester,  Oxford,  Wallingford,  Swindon,  Oundle,
Cradley Heath,  Alumwell,  Impington and  Moulton.  They are all excellent facilities, two of the
larger ones are Swindon and Alumwell which I think are 10 badminton court size.  I fortunately
live in Rugby which is close to the M1 and M6 motorways which enables me to get to most of the
venues in an hour or so.

Let’s get vintage to start with, I think I mentioned in my first attempt at Clarion fodder
that the Rugby Model Engineering Society Aeronautical Section (if you want a club name get a
good one) had an indoor club night in the local scouts HQ in about 1950.  Apart from the suicidal
jetex RTP speed model I did not feature with any distinction in the evenings activities.  Around
that era the club also had a static display at a local hobbies exhibition and during the day we
gave RTP demo’s using our outdoor rubber jobs with the motors re-stranded to half cross
section.  We managed flights of around two minutes or so if memory serves correctly, can you
picture an eight ounce Wakefield fizzing round on 10ft of cotton thread with a safety pin
through the wing tip.

Indoor flying did not feature in my modelling activities again until around 1970.  I was
well into radio control flying by this time and had been working for the Dunlop Aviation Division
for a couple of years when a group of us started messing about during the lunch hour flying
indoor models, free flight that is, in empty factory buildings.

Counting up there were at least seven of us as I recall, I seem to have the knack of
interesting folk in various activities that I follow.  Previously I had run an interdepartmental
cricket team and a smallbore rifle team at the AEI Rugby Engineering Works.

Back to Dunlop, there must have been an article and plan in the Aeromodeller for I built
an Easy B with condenser tissue covering and eventually managed a 2min. 40sec. flight.  This
was achieved by the fluke of launching from floor level, climbing up to the roof truss, banging
on it and diving back down, recovery at floor level, then back up to roof truss for the second
time to complete the flight with a good let down over a clear floor space.

We built one or two odd ball things, I remember a helicopter built by Mick Blunt (he got me
into match fishing but that is another story, I did win my first fishing match though' with the
Dunlop Angling Club at goose tree corner over towards Ely.  I bagged 14lbs of bream).

Digressed again did I not.  Mick’s copter was a 12’’ built up square tube fuze with built up
rotors top and bottom.  He had, I think, one loop of 1/4 for the motor which was no use at all
so we doubled it and wound it up.  Mick held the two rotors then released, the copter wobbled
for a second or so then up she went quite sedately to the roof..  Now the roof was a typical
factory zigzag and the copter squared itself up on the slope and began to walk along the ceiling.
We waited for its arrival at the roof truss at the end of the bay.  No problem for the chopper,
the rotor stopped, the chopper dropped down, walked under the truss, up the other side and
walked on through the next bay.  One more bay and she ran out of steam and down to the floor,
Mick was more than pleased, he’d only built one other model before.
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I built a rather heavy ornithopter and once again the 1/4 motor required doubling .  It
startled a welder one lunch hour on its one and only successful flight by fluttering by him whilst
he was still welding, he was still under his mask and didn’t hear it coming.  Next flight it just
blew apart when we piled on the turns. We had quite a good run until we ran out of buildings
to fly in.  In the process I had crossed swords with microfilm, scum round the bath, cellulose
smell through the house, and an irate first wife.  I did manage to cover a model though' and it
was very satisfying to have achieved it using only dope and castor oil.  When eventually
activities petered out, the remaining models were confined to the loft.  The EZB in a cardboard
box and the microfilm job in a very old suitcase.

Indoor did not raise its head again until late 1996 or early 1997.  I had retired, got fed
up with radio, started free-flight again, re-met Peter Martin and was into vintage.  Peter was
promoting informal vintage meets during the winter months on Warwick Race Course at that
time and one afternoon he mentioned that he was going to Coventry Sports Centre on the next
Saturday evening to fly indoor.  "Great" says I, "I think I have got two up in the loft
somewhere."

Up into the loft goes I and emerges with the cardboard box and the old suitcase.  This
was a miracle in itself, since I had last seen them I had been divorced, remarried and moved
house.  The EZB emerged intact from the cardboard box complete with a packet of Micro-X
rubber.  The rubber must have come from Laurie Barr in the seventies, I seem to recall that
he supplied bits and bobs in those days.  The microfilm job however was a different story, the
rolled tube fuselage and balsa prop were the only recognisable bits, the wing and tail were little
piles of sticks with little or no evidence of microfilm covering.  I re-assembled the framework
and covered with pink and blue tissue.  It must have looked very pretty because it was
photographed on my first visit to Cardington later that year and appeared in the Aeromodeller.
The effect was spoiled though, it was in black and white.

I had a really good time with the Coventry lads and the indoor bug bit me.  I built three
or four condenser tissue EZB's and a Penny Plane or two. Coventry ran several meetings through
the 96/97 winter and I honed my skills to a level of mediocrity such that I contacted Laurie
Barr and extracted details of indoor meetings at the hallowed halls of Cardington.  I keep an
A4 indoor logbook (don't you just hate people who are organised) and it records that on April
13th.1997 I paid my first visit to No.1 hangar.  That first visit was a real eye-opener but I'll
keep Cardington exploits for next month.

My indoor interest continued
to expand and after I procured
some Mylar from Mike Woodhouse
things began to look better.
Eventually I managed a 5 minute
flight with a large Mylar covered
job using the old rolled tube fuz
from the original Dunlop model,
incidentally I am still using that
fuselage (waste not want not).  In
the early days the Coventry lads
were flying Hanger Rats and having
informal competitions so I
badgered Brian Roberts for a plan.
I built mine and on Brian’s advice
added a little more down-thrust than the plan.   I also put some under camber on the prop I
just could not bring myself to make a flat plate prop  .

Author with winning Hanger Rat
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I first flew the Rat at Coventry on Dec.5th.98 with conspicuous failure.

My logbook reads as follows:

Comment 'No proper flights, dived in when motor ran down'.

The next outing however was a different story, logbook details as below.

Coventry 9th.Jan 99
Motor Turns Time Comment

More down-thrust,  Pinned posts
1/8 x 18" 1000 2-14

'' 1200 2-18 With time out for hang up
1/8 x 20" 1600 - Hung up
1/8 x 20" 1600 2-46 Banger

I had increased the down-thrust, I don't remember what the 'pinned posts' means, I assume
that as I had made the wing removable with tissue tubes they may have been a little slack.
John boy had made the winning flight and went home a happy bunny.

I don't fly at Coventry any more as around 1999 indoor radio was beginning to become
popular and as more and more people were flying it and it became unrealistic to mix free flight
and radio.  My last visit to Coventry resulted in my Polystyrene Hanger Rat being chopped into
pieces by a tethered electric helicopter.  The radio boys now have sufficient support to run
their own meetings so its free flight only meetings for me now.

For anyone who is contemplating indoor free flight for the first time I would strongly
recommend starting with the Hanger Rat.  Its big enough to make trimming reasonably easy
and strong enough to take more than a little abuse.  It can be flown on 1/8 rubber strip which
makes motors easy to get.  John Hook can supply Kits and ready builds and he attends a lot of
indoor events so visit one and get going.  The best results from a Rat will always come from a
scratch built one to plan.

The plan was re-published in the Aeromodeller Vol.63 No.757 Nov./Dec. 1998.

Advice I would give on Hanger Rat construction is :-

a. Build in at least 5 degrees of downthrust
b Make wings plug-in using tissue or flattened alloy tubes.
c Fly in R/H circles with about 20 degrees of rudder.
d Have obvious wash-in on R/H wing, say 1/4'' down at T/E.
e Don't forget the pilot (I’ve got John Hook piloting my Poly Rat, I fitted him for

John's Birthday Bash at Swindon last year)

If you want maximum performance then build as light as you dare, leave out the wing
braces and use single cabane struts in the centre.

I think that is as much as you lads can take in one dose, I'll quit now and next month I'll
put you to sleep with my exploits in the Cardington Airship Sheds, the Mecca of indoor flying.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: PAW Special - Aeromodeller Annual 1958-59

Aeromodeller Annual 1958-59
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Secretary’s Notes for March 2023 - Roger Newman

Some beautifully benign days during February with little or no wind, perfect for local park
flying & very small models - probably OK on Area 8 of SP but I can't recall whether weekends
were included in this good weather! If so, I hope a few stalwarts got there & enjoyed excellent
conditions. Some of the Crookham guys certainly went to Chobham Common for trimming
sessions. Now the Area meetings loom on the near horizon, note that Storm Otto is wreaking
havoc in the north of the country & no doubt after effects will ripple all the way south? Such
is life.
Failed dismally to conquer the BMFA Competition entry website when attempting to put the
Indoor details on for Totton meetings so I gave up & can only conclude at some stage the wrong
key was pressed. Fortunately Ray Elliott is made of sterner material & has posted details of
the Croydon Club/SAM1066 days on the site. For completeness there is a short ad at the back
of this months' NC for the Easter meeting. Colerne remains undetermined, with no decision
forthcoming yet. Worst case, if permission is not granted to the South Bristol Club, I guess
we have the fallback option of making Area 8 the venue – has anyone any views on this?
Other than that, very little activity other than bringing a Robin Kimber Sunnavind back to life.
All that needs doing is to decide whether to stick with the installed Tomy timer or put
something else on board – e.g a Dens Models little electronic timer. Whatever – it will be fine
for bungee launch fun & will join the two scaled down Corsairs.
A brief whinge.
No doubt you all have diligently read the three page article in the most recent BMFA News
on the latest drone rules & fully understood it. There is naturally zero mention of free flight.
Of course you could have alternatively pulled down the 145 page updated CAP722 (December
2022) & read that instead & got really confused! Just consider the CAA definition of a model
aircraft within this tome:
“The CAA has adopted the following two definitions:
Model Aircraft – An UA (unmanned air vehicle) used for sporting & recreational purposes,
flown by direct control inputs made by the RP (remote pilot?) without any autonomous capability
other than for flight stabilisation purposes.
Large Model Aircraft – A model aircraft with a maximum take-off mass greater than 25 kg.”
That's it! These definitions – to my mind – do not cover a free flight model? Furthermore, as
an example direct control devices (e.g. a radio transmitter) have no intermediary; the
movement of the body equals the input to the machine e.g. push the throttle stick control.
Pity the poor young teenager who has just purchased a clever drone or an expensive ready to
fly RC model via his parents & has now to assimilate all the information contained in CAP 722,
then pass a test that he never knew existed, before he can take to the air. Will it ever happen?
Will he be informed that rules do exist & have to be obeyed? Fortunately if he is told about
the BMFA website, it does have a most concise & helpful section of information on all this stuff
& indeed includes coverage of free flight – for clarity of our membership that specific section
is repeated here:
A free flight model aircraft cannot be remotely piloted and does not have software or systems
for autonomous control of the flight path. A flight termination device may be fitted. The
aircraft trim is adjusted prior to flight. The aircraft is trimmed (and fuelled if applicable) with
the intent that it will follow a substantially circular path relative to the air and ultimately glide
to a low velocity landing.
A free-flight unmanned aircraft will drift relative to the user depending upon the speed and
direction of the wind.
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The person in charge of the free-flight unmanned aircraft is deemed to be the remote pilot
for the purposes of this authorisation.
Some specific requirements for free flight have been included within our Authorisation. Most
of these requirements are not new and generally reflect the requirements of the existing law
(and how it should have been being applied already):
Prior to launching their aircraft, the remote pilot should take into account the expected
performance of the aircraft, the weather conditions and the availability of any flight
termination device and must be reasonably satisfied that the expected flight path will not
infringe an FRZ (unless prior permission has been obtained) or other airspace restriction.
The operation of a free flight model aircraft must only be carried out within the limits of our
Authorisation (or alternatively within the requirements of the Open Category, especially for
those aircraft with an MTOM of less than 250g).
A free flight model should not be deliberately flown beyond visual line of sight.
A free flight model aircraft must only be launched:
From an area free from uninvolved persons (Uninvolved persons are those who are not
participating in the UAS operation or who are not aware of the instructions and safety
precautions given by the UAS operator).
When the remote pilot has identified an area (the ‘flight volume’) within which they believe the
aircraft will remain.
When the remote pilot is reasonably satisfied that the aircraft will remain within the flight
volume.
When the remote pilot is reasonably satisfied at the point of launch that no uninvolved persons
will enter the flight volume and be endangered.
Within the terms of our Authorisation, the Operator/Remote Pilot of any free flight aircraft
with an MTOM of less than 250g which is likely to operate at a height above 400ft, must be
registered as an Operator and have evidence of Competency (such as passing the BMFA online
test).”
For those of you who fly models of under 250 grams competitively & thought you were exempt
from registering as an Operator, the sting is potentially in the last para (highlighted) with the
height limitation statement & the word “likely” – think about it very carefully. You can choose
to fly under the BMFA negotiated Article 16 protection as defined i.e. take the test & register
or opt for the Open category of CAP722 if you can understand it & ignore the test &
registration!  On the plus side, there is unlikely to be an unfriendly policeman who knows the
law backwards lurking where we generally fly!
Why do I carp on about a this – as you are well aware we are a diminishing bunch & generally
get ignored as we make up a significantly small percentage of the BMFA membership. However,
it is worth remembering that free flight & the SMAE were synonymous with the growth of the
hobby in early days & reminding people of that simple fact from time to time. Without us & our
forefathers there would not have been a BMFA. And it's worthwhile also reminding you all that
these regulations – like it or not, now unfortunately set out the rules on what, where & how we
can or cannot be legally allowed to fly free flight. Nuff said.
On to a more interesting topic.
Whilst giving the car its annual going over, I came across a CD marked “Dutch”. From where it
came, I haven't a clue but being venturesome it got stuck in the PC & duly opened. So if anyone
gave it to me or deposited it in the car at any of our meetings, my apologies for not mentioning
it before now. There are lots of files with suffixes that I do not understand & could not open
but there was one set of jpg files which did open. They revealed indeed it was of Dutch origin
& held numerous pictures & plans of models from Holland in the 20's to the 50's.
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This month’s plan choice is therefore picked off the CD, along with a few pictures that may be
of interest.
The power model selected – Atakee – I remembered. It was published in the Feb  1955
Aeromodeller & I vaguely recalled a photo that had multiple models shown. So it was unearthed
& here it is.

The interesting bit is that the plan on the CD looks to have been the basis of the Aeromodeller
plan in that it predates the Aeromodeller publication date but is called Atakee-2 – different
layout & detail & choices of power.

The original Atakee-2

The Dutch one shows two alternatives – one set based on 1.5cc motors with an Albon Javelin
pictured & the other on 2.5cc motors including a K&B Torpedo 15, or an Elfin 2.49 or a Webra
Mach 1 2.5!
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Aeromodeller Atakee

The Aeromodeller version shows the diesel version of the Javelin & an AM 25 as an alternative.
Now the span is only 45½” so with a 2.5 cc whatever, the model would have been pretty hairy
in those days!
Did anyone ever see an Atakee in flight I wonder & if so, how did it perform? Both versions
are shown.
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The glider is a potential for bungee – scaling it to size would result in something like 40” span
model. Named as “Zweefmodel” which (according to Google translate) is “Floating Model” or
“Gliding model” as an alternative. It has some appeal (to me) & could well result being placed on
the never diminishing build list of future models. But no date.

Kantekleer

The rubber powered model is a 1937 design by Juste van Hattum – Kantekleer & looks very
representative of that era. Van Hattum was a member of the SMAE & very active in
aeromodelling circles in both Holland & the UK. No doubt there are others far more
knowledgeable than me who can provide further information, I think he wrote several articles
for the Aeromodeller.
When (if?) I get the time & inclination, the files should be listed & copies made as there are
over 200 separate images of models/plans & a further 100+ photos – problem is as with lots of
photos, annotations are few & far between.
Note: that of these plans only the Atakee (Aeromodeller version) is in our plan library.

A few of the pictures
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That's all for this month.

Roger Newman

The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 145 Our earliest magazines, continued.

Still in the U.S.A. we come next to Flying Aces,
first published in October 1928 and according
to legend that first issue was identified as
“VOL. 1, No. 2”. This magazine continued in
publication until April 1944, unfortunately we
have paper copies of only about 50 of the 150
plus issues, and I have not found any source for
digital copies. Our last copy is that of January
1944 which is identified as “VOL. 46, No. 2”!
Just concurrent with Flying Aces was the 1943
to 1944 magazine Air Age which changed its
name to Aircraft Age and then in 1945 to Air
World with Aircraft Age and finally Air
World, Americas Magazine of Model Aviation.
Next came Flying Models magazine, launched
in 1947 and by the end of 1948 had absorbed
all the previously mentioned covers.
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The earliest items that we have from Flying Aces are a plan removed from the March 1933
issue and another from a 1933 issue with no clues as to the month. These were sent to David
Baker in 1987 with a covering letter explaining that they came from the writer’s scrap book.
The page size of the magazine at this time was approximately 6” by 10” and the drawings,
“Courtesy of Comet Model Airplane & Supply Co,” were printed at less than half size.
The plans complete with parts list and building instructions were spread over three pages and
offered as “Flying Scale Model Plans”. The featured models were the “Curtiss Robin” at 17 ½”
span and the “Howard Racer “at 14” span.

The earliest near-complete Flying Aces
magazine in the library is the issue of
January 1934 “VOLUME XVI, NUMBER 3.”
Near-complete because the covers and
possibly a few more pages are missing. The
page size has now increased to 8 ½” by 11 ½”.
Two thirds of the content is reports on full
size aircraft and tales of derring-do with the
remainder devoted to model aircraft. It was
upon flicking through the first 50 plus pages
that I came across a full colour insert which
looks as though it was cut from the front
cover, as the reverse carries part of an
advertisement for model airplane kits.
The page size makes full-size plans possible
and in this issue are to be found two detailed
plans each spread over four pages plus
building and flying instructions.

The “Ryan R3”  19” wingspan rubber powered scale model by Avrum Zier is said to represent
“the latest version of Lindberg’s “Spirit of Saint Louis”--with the addition of pants and an anti-
drag ring.”
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Both features can be seen on the drawing above, the pants smoothing the airflow around the
landing wheels rather than the pilot’s legs and the anti-drag ring doing the same job around the
engine cylinder heads despite the confusion the term seemed to cause for “Spelling & Grammar”
which perhaps thinks that we are referring to a drug ring.
The 23” wing span rubber powered “Flying
Aces Navy Pursuit” by Julius Unrath was
designed not as a scale or even semi-scale
model as it does not have a pilot’s cockpit
and Flying Aces did not have a Navy, no,
this was designed for flying performance,
just read the words below the pictures.
Our earliest issue with a complete cover is
that of June 1935, VOLUME XX, NUMBER
3 which claims to be “Three Magazines in
One, Fiction, Fact, Model Building”. The
potential purchaser may have been
tempted by the two model plans mentioned
on the cover, but “buyer beware!”
The Curtiss XF13C-1 plan is spread over
six pages plus a page of instructions. At a
first glance at the fuselage side-view I
wondered if it was a square box section of
1/16” sheet balsa.  It certainly is not, it is
carved from two blocks of balsa, each 1 ¼”
X 3” X 13” tack glued together. The
outside is carved to the shape of the side
view, the top view and the cross-section
templates. The halves are then split apart
and hollowed out to 1/32” thickness at the rear and 1/16” at the front. The thickness is to be
judged by holding the fuselage up to the light.

A display model should be painted but a model intended for flying should not. Even with that
advice it seems unlikely that much flying performance would be achieved by powering the 6½”
dia. propeller with the recommended two loops of 1/16” square rubber.
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The “Douglas O-38” plan is for an 8” span display model, but there is a third plan which, with
one days effort, should produce a satisfactory flying model, the “All-Balsa Biplane R.O.G.” by
Julius Unrath.

The appeal for plans merely offered the honour of seeing one’s plan “printed”, perhaps a few
$$$ would have proved more effective.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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KK Scorpion Plan for Sale - Barry Mourant

This is the plan of the 44” version

I have had a charge of mind and would like to sell a plan of the Keil Kraft Scorpion 66 which I
have had enlarged to 72".

I had planned on using an OS 25 but realised on seeing the plan it would need a 40 size engine.
I also realised that the model would be a little too large a project for this aging modeller.

You can view the plan of the 66" version > www.rcgroup.com kk scorpion66 rc.

The plan measured 76"long x 44"wide and was posted in a large brown tube as one huge single
drawing.
Costs which included.
Plan £18.50
P/P £ 10.00
Total £28.50

If any member would like to build the model I would like £25.00 for the plan.

Please call me for more information.

Email barry.mourant@btinternet.com
Tel : 01483 574765

Barry Mourant
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Provisional Events Calendar 2023
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 26th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 12th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 26th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 7th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 10th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain
April 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 16th Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

May 7th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 3rd Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 4th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June18th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 9th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 23rd Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata Day, RAF Colerne
July 29th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 30th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 20th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 2nd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 3rd Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 17th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 8th Sunday Croydon Coupe Day + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain
October 15th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 28th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5th or 12th Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre

Dates for events are confirmed as: Croydon Wakefield Day 10th April; Crookham Gala 7th May; SAM 1066
Cagnarata Day RAF Colerne (provisional - subject to grant of licence) 23rd July; Croydon Coupe Day 8th Oct;
There will be a couple of SAM 1066 events on both Croydon days. All on Area 8 of SP.

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com
Switzerland www.gummimotor.ch

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


